Annex № 8-5
TotheRegulations

Accident prevention regulations in the “Roboland 2019”
V International Festival of Robotics, Programming and Innovative
Technologies
Venue: “Zhastar” sport complex, 1, Kazakhstanskaya str., Karaganda, Kazakhstan
1. Responsibility area of the team leader
 The team leader is an adult citizen, a member of the team, that carries out the
administrative management of the team, represents its interests before the Festival
Organizers and other organizations, and also controls and is responsible for observing
the safety and fire safety regulations of all team members. Team leader ensures the
safety of team members in case of emergency

2. Duties of the participants of the Festival:
 Comply with p. 7.14, 7.15, 7.16 of the Festival Regulations, which is published
on the official Festival website.
3. Accident prevention regulations
 Children under the age of 18 shall be accompanied by adults or in groups and
teams accompanied by coaches, mentors or authorized persons.
 If there is a burning smell, smoke, fire or unusual sound, stop work immediately
and inform the Head or the nearest Organizing Committee representative or a security
officer.
 The Head or representative of the Organizing Committee is obliged to assess the
situation and inform the security services for further decision on the evacuation and
calling the fire department.
 Participants are required to comply with all requirements of security personnel.
 In case of poor health or an abnormal situation, immediately stop work and
inform the Head or the nearest representative of the Organizing Committee.
 On the territory of the Festival there will be a doctor, to whom the participant of
the event can turn in case of bad state of health or in case of injury.
4. Fireandsafetyregulations.
 The use of improvised extenders and splitters is prohibited.
 It is forbidden to leave, put and keep water, drinks or any other liquids on the
tables of technical zones where there are electrical outlets or connections.
 Do not insert or unplug the power cord into the outlet or from the outlet with wet
hands.
 Do not pull on the power cord (take only the plug cord with your hands), a wire
may break and cause an electric shock.
 Do not touch or touch a bare electric wire.
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 Do not extinguish ignited electrical appliances with water.
 Do not try to penetrate (open) the switchboard located on the territory of the
Festival.
 Do not repair electrical appliances when they are on.
 Do not insert foreign objects into electrical outlets.
 The use of sharp tools is permitted only in the presence of managers or
accompanying teams.
 Compliance with the order in the technical area is required! All things not related
to the preparation of the robot for the race should be placed under the table. In case of
non-compliance with the order by the team, the responsible persons may initiate the
procedure of disqualification of the team for violation of the “Regulations on the
Festival”.
 All robots and devices shall be made in such a way as to not cause any harm to
people around them, other robots and devices or fields for competition.
 Items that are harmful to health, such as mercury switches or lead-containing
parts, lithium-polymer batteries are prohibited to use
 Do not use the electrical grounding of the robot chassis on the playing field.
 Teams are not allowed to conduct any sea trials in technical zones using any
method of controlling the robot. All tests should be carried out only on the training
fields.
 Welding and use of professional cutting (drilling) tools on the territory of the
Festival is prohibited.
 When working with a designer, it is important to keep track of the details, as they
are often very small. You can not take the parts in your mouth, scatter on the desktop.
5. Emergency Protection
 For the purpose of timely warning the participants of the Festival, guests and
employees about the imminent danger of an emergency and the need to apply protective
measures, announcements on the public address system are used, which all participants
of the event must follow.
 It is necessary to listen to the emergency message, strictly and strictly follow the
information contained therein, the established rules of behavior in the face of threats or
emergency situations.
“RoboLand 2019” Festival Organizing Committee
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